ABSTRACT: Melt-derived bioactive phosphosilicate glasses are widely utilized as bone-grafting materials for various surgical applications. However, the insight into their structural features over a medium-range scale up to ∼1 nm remains limited. We present a comprehensive assessment of the spatial distribution of phosphate groups across the structures of 11 Na 2 O−CaO−SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 glasses that encompass both bioactive and nonbioactive compositions, with the P contents and silicate network connectivities varied independently. Both parameters are known to strongly influence the bioactivity of the glass in vitro. The phosphate distribution was investigated by double-quantum 31 P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments under magic-angle spinning (MAS) conditions and by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The details of the phosphate-ion dispersion were probed by evaluating the MD-derived glass models against various scenarios of randomly distributed, as well as clustered, phosphate groups. From comparisons of the P−P interatomic-distance spreads and the statistics of small phosphate clusters assessed for variable cutoff radii, we conclude that the spatial arrangement of the P atoms in phosphosilicate glasses is well-approximated by a statistical distribution, particularly across a short-range scale of ≤450 pm. The primary distinction is reflected in slightly closer P−P interatomic contacts in the MD-derived structures over the distance span of 450−600 pm relative to that of randomly distributed phosphate groups. The nature of the phosphate-ion dispersion remains independent of the silicate network polymerization and nearly independent of the P content of the glass throughout our explored parameter space of 1−6 mol % P 2 O 5 and silicate network connectivities up to 2.9.
INTRODUCTION
Several phosphosilicate glasses are termed "bioactive" because a strong bone−glass interface develops on their contact with body fluids.
1−3 Some melt-derived bioactive glass (BG) compositions are exploited as bone grafting materials in maxillofacial, periodontal, and orthopedic surgery, 1−3 notably the "45S5 Bioglass" with the stoichiometric formula 24.4Na 2 O−26.9CaO−46.1SiO 2 −2.6P 2 O 5 . 4 A relatively rapid glass degradation, followed by the formation of a biomimetic hydroxy-carbonate apatite (HCA) surface layer via an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) precursor phase are prerequisites for efficient bone-bonding properties, i.e., a high in vitro/vivo bioactivity. 1, 2 Straightforward bioactivity predictions are hampered by the complex interplay between various structure/composition factors dictating the bioactivity of Na 2 O−CaO−SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 glasses and their analogues, coupled with an incomplete understanding of the structural modifications occurring over (sub)-nanometer scales when the glass composition alters. Most of the current structural insight of silicate-based BGs derives from solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, 5−20 molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, 12,20−25 and to a lesser extent, diffraction techniques. 15−17 A Na−Ca−Si−P−O glass comprises cross-linked rings and chains of interconnected SiO 4 groups. Introducing Na + /Ca 2+ glass modifiers to a silica melt reduces the silicate network topology due to the breaking of Si−O−Si linkages, whereupon bridging oxygen (BO) atoms are converted into nonbridging oxygen (NBO) ions that charge balance the modifier cations. 5 We adopt the "Q Si n " notation for a SiO 4 (and "Q P n " for a PO 4 ) tetrahedron that accommodates n BO atoms and 4 − n NBO ions. 5 The silicate network connectivity, here denoted N̅ BO Si , 26 represents the average number of BO atoms per SiO 4 moiety. 26−28 Relatively fragmented glass networks, built primarily from Q Si 2 groups, are believed to be of pivotal importance for the glass degradation in aqueous media, 27, 28 with the range 2.0 ≲ N̅ BO Si ≲ 2.6 recently suggested as a prerequisite for high in vitro bioactivity. 26 It is well-established that P enters amorphous silicates predominantly as orthophosphate (Q P 0 ) species, provided that the reservoir of modifier cations is sufficiently large to potentially charge-balance all PO 4 3− anions. [5] [6] [7] [8] 26, 29 This feature is important for ensuring readily leached PO 4 3− species that together with the concurrent Ca 2+ ion release facilitate ACP/ HCA formation in (simulated) body fluids.
1−3 While all BG options in current clinical usage comprise a relatively low amount of P 2 O 5 (<3 mol %), 1−3 several studies suggest that the bioactivity correlates positively with the P content. 2,30−33 On the basis of numerous literature data, we recently proposed that the in vitro bioactivity grows monotonically for increasing orthophosphate content. 26 Yet, three fundamental structural aspects of P, all having bearings on the bioactivity, are still debated: (1) To what extent are high-connectivity Q P n>0 phosphate moieties present and how do their amounts depend on the glass composition? Non-negligible Q P 1 populations prevail in modifier-rich phosphosilicate glass structures, [7] [8] [9] [10] 13, 19, 20 where MD simulations consistently reveal significant fractional populations (>15%) thereof. 12,20−24 The initial NMR-based experimental reports on the {Q P n } speciation of the archetypical "45S5" Bioglass 1, 4 concluded the sole presence of orthophosphate groups. 12, 15 However, more recent quantifications of the minor Q P 1 populations revealed 4% and 8% for 45S5 (ref 20) and its Na-free Ca−Si−P−O analogue, 18 respectively, with the discrepancies between these estimates partly stemming from experimental uncertainties but primarily from an expected dependence of the precise {Q P 0 , Q P 1 } populations on the relative Ca/Na content of the glass. 9 Grussaute et al. provided evidence for the presence of significant Q P 1 fractional populations (x P 1 ) in modifier-rich Na−Ca−Si−P−O glasses with low P contents and relatively high N̅ BO Si values, further demonstrating that x P 1 remained independent on the amount of P in the glass. 9 We recently extended these inferences over a wider range of silicate network connectivities and P contents, encompassing most of the parameter space relevant for bioactive compositions. 20 A direct linear x P 1 /N̅ BO Si correlation was furthermore established, with the Q P 1 population increasing concomitantly with N̅ BO Si , as verified both by magic-angle spinning (MAS) 31 P NMR and by MD simulations. 20 While both methods provided fully consistent qualitative trends, the MD models predict 2.5−3 times larger x P 1 values compared with the corresponding experimental estimates. (2) Is the oxygen bridge of a Q P 1 group preferentially shared with a Si or P neighbor? The short-range nature of the chemical shift interaction implies that the 31 P NMR peak position associated with a given Q P n group depends primarily on its number of BO linkages (n); 5 hence, once n is fixed, standard MAS NMR experimentation cannot readily discriminate signals of 31 P−O−Si fragments from those of 31 P−O−P in amorphous materials. The prevailing attribution of Q P 1 groups to diphosphate anions based on 31 P MAS NMR spectra is arbitrary. Notwithstanding, MD modeling suggest a clear preference for P−O−Si motifs, 12,20−25 which was recently confirmed by dipolar/J-coupling-based NMR experimentation both in the contexts of mesoporous bioactive glasses 34 and in the melt-prepared BGs 18 from the CaO− SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 system. Whereas (1) and (2) have been addressed experimentally to reasonable detail, no consensus has hitherto been reached for the following issue: (3) How are the phosphate groups spatially distributed in BG structures? This subject remains a dark zone, without any direct experimental data available until very recently, 18, 19 primarily stemming from the difficulties in addressing such problems in homogeneous amorphous phases by traditional diffraction or electron microscopy techniques. Consequently, statements made in the literature have remained either vague or speculative. The mere absence of BO atoms at orthophosphate (Q P 0 ) moieties has been taken to imply a glass-in-glass separation into Si-rich and P-rich domains. 2, 14, 33 To our knowledge, however, no direct evidence thereof exists in melt-prepared bioactive glasses, notwithstanding that (i) bioinactive glass compositions, rich in SiO 2 (≳55 mol %) and with 35, 36 (such long-range features are readily revealed by electron microscopy 37 ), as mirrored in difficulties in preparing them by standard melt-quench procedures; (ii) an analogous nanoscale phase separation indeed occurs for polymer-templated CaO−SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 mesoporous bioactive glasses (MBGs), 38, 39 whose pore-walls comprise nanometersized ACP clusters dispersed across the main silica-rich CaO−SiO 2 component. 19,34,40−42 Note that such amorphous calcium phosphate clusters are distinct from analogous but ordered domains previously observed by electron diffraction in related mesoporous silica-based materials 43 or in melt-prepared BGs incorporating large amounts of both Mg and P. 11 For a melt-derived Na-free 45S5 analog, Fayon et al. proposed that the P species exist predominantly as small clusters of 5−6 PO 4 3− groups dispersed in the silicate matrix.
18 Noteworthy, this model highlights structural inhomogeneities up to 1−2 nm, as opposed to any larger-scale phase separation across tens of nm and beyond.
A simple statistical distribution of P species in meltderived BG structures is also suggested, where the orthophosphate groups occupy interstitial positions around the silicate network. 13, 19 Such a structural picture is largely supported by MD simulations, 22−24 with the main distinction that the glass models feature closer P−P contacts than those of a statistical phosphate distribution (as explored further herein), particularly for glasses rich in either P or Si, whose structures were reported to exhibit a non-negligible phosphate clustering. 22, 23 Yet, MD studies only exist for a few BG compositions, and previous assessments did not strictly target the spatial P atom distribution itself, merely its indirect probing via the relative preference for P−P interatomic contacts compared with those of P−Si. The present paper aims at advancing both the qualitative and quantitative insight into the spatial dispersion of P in a series of 11 Na 2 O−CaO−SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 glasses that encompass both bioactive and nonbioactive compositions. They were designed such that the P content (n P ) and the silicate network connectivity, both known to strongly influence the glass bioactivity, are varied independently. 20 The glasses are labeled BG p (N̅ BO Si ), with N̅ BO Si ranging from 2.1 to 2.9 and 1.0 ≤ p ≤ 6.0 representing the P 2 O 5 content in mol % (see Table 1 ); most of them exhibit a constant molar ratio n Na /n Ca = 1.54. With the dependence of the short-range structural features on the {n P , N̅ BO Si } parameters already reported, 20 we here proceed to examine their potential bearings on the phosphate distribution. From results of advanced solid-state 31 P MAS NMR techniques, we recently inferred that the (ortho)phosphate groups probed for some of these Na−Ca−Si−P−O glasses overall obey a statistical distribution. 19 However, new experimental 31 P NMR data obtained under slightly different conditions prompted us to re-examine this conclusion. An excellent agreement is observed between the revised 31 P NMR data and those obtained from MD simulations; while these new results do not significantly alter the qualitative conclusions by Mathew et al., 19 the phosphate dispersion in a wide series of Na 2 O−CaO− SiO 2 −P 2 O 5 glasses is now examined quantitatively for the first time, where we further clarify the similarities and distinctions between the P distribution in these glasses relative to that of a simple statistical scenario.
SCENARIOS OF UNIFORM, RANDOM, AND
CLUSTERED PHOSPHATE GROUPS As commented by Johnson et al., 44 the definitions of ion "clustering" vary in the literature, where the various degrees of PO 4 3− −PO 4 3− association in glasses may range from a complete aggregation similar to the clusters encountered in crystalline orthophosphates, to a uniform/even distribution featuring equal P−P interatomic distances throughout. The latter scenario is depicted in Figure 1a . On the other hand, a random/statistical phosphate ion distribution possesses an inherent degree of clustering, as illustrated in Figure 1b . Consequently, our assessments of clustering below generally aim at evaluating parameters such as P−P interatomic distances and the relative populations of phosphate aggregates in MD-derived glass models compared with the results from (independently generated) random or clustered distributions, as described in detail in Materials and Methods. Note, however, that the outcome of comparisons between different structural models inevitably depends on the evaluation criteria. In the context of MBGs, panels c and d of Figure 1 illustrate the difficulties in assessing the arrangement of a minor species (here, P) spread across a dominating matrix (modified silica), as the conclusions depend on the length scale used to examine the distribution. Solid-state NMR, which may probe the structure across ∼1 nm, revealed a pronounced orthophosphate clustering in the MBG pore walls (see Figure  1c) . 19, 34 In contrast, a uniform/homogeneous P atom distribution was previously concluded 38, 39 from energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) coupled with transmission electron microscopy that may only assess the average cation composition over tens of 10 nm. While the latter observation agrees well with the feature of homogeneously distributed orthophosphate clusters across the MBG pore-walls, as illustrated in Figure 1d , the phosphate-ion dispersion itself is clearly aggregated and only appears to be uniform when inspected over a larger length scale.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Glass Sample Preparation and Characterization. The BG p (N̅ BO Si ) samples were prepared in batches of 6.0 g by a standard melt-quench procedure with precursors of Na 2 CO 3 (99.9%), CaCO 3 (99.9%), and SiO 2 (99.99%) from ChemPur and NaH 2 PO 4 (99.99%; Merck). After ball-milling for 12 h, each mixture was placed in a Pt crucible and heated for 4 h in an electric furnace at 950°C to ensure complete CO 2 removal. The temperature was set to the final value in the range of 1350−1620°C, with the highest temperatures required for compositions exhibiting a large P content and/or high N̅ BO Si value. Each melt was held for 4 h prior to its quenching by immersing the bottom of the crucible in water. The evaporation losses during synthesis were typically ≲1.5 wt %. Two sets of the BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) compositions were prepared under identical conditions; one series included 0.1 wt % Fe 2 O 3 and was utilized in our previous work, 19, 20 whereas all specimens used herein were devoid of paramagnetic doping. See the Supporting Information for further details.
Each glass specimen was examined by powder X-ray diffraction by using a PANalytical X'pert PRO MPD diffractometer and Cu Kα 1 radiation. The data collection lasted for 4 h per sample, with 2θ ranging between 10°−70°. No crystalline phases were observed within an estimated lower detection limit of ≲1%. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a JSM 7000F (JEOL) microscope in backscatter electron imaging mode (20 kV acceleration voltage) verified that each BG p (N̅ BO Si ) sample constitutes a homogeneous glass phase, except for BG 6.0 (2.9) that exhibits partial amorphous phase separation. Cation contents were estimated with a LINK INCA (Oxford instruments) EDS detector. Each reported composition resulted from averaging over ten analyses from distinct fragments, with the respective O content calculated to chargebalance the cations. The nominal and EDS-analyzed glass compositions overall agree well, as do the compositions of the "doped" and "undoped" BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) samples (see Table 1 ), where the deviations remain within the uncertainty of the EDS measurements.
3.2. Solid-State NMR. All experimentation utilized a Bruker Avance-III spectrometer operating at the 31 P Larmor frequency of −162.0 MHz at the external magnetic field of 9.4 T. Each sample in the form of a finely ground powder was packed in the central 1/3 portion of a 4 mm zirconia rotor to minimize radio frequency (rf) inhomogeneity and spun at a MAS rate of 5.40 kHz (see the Supporting Information). The symmetry-based homonuclear dipolar recoupling sequence R20 2 9 was used to generate 31 P double-quantum coherences (2QC) from longitudinal polarization; we refer to MarinMontesinos et al. 45 regarding its implementation in a doublequantum filtration (2QF) protocol and to Edeń 5 for a gentle introduction to such NMR experiments. A series of 2QF experiments with progressively lengthened 2QC excitation intervals (τ exc ) was performed to monitor the 2QC buildup, sampled at each completed R20 2 9 period, i.e., at multiples of 370 μs. At a given τ exc -value, the 2QF efficiency was determined as the ratio between the integrated signal intensity after 2QF relative to that obtained from a "reference" NMR spectrum recorded directly by single pulses under otherwise identical experimental conditions. The 2QF data were corrected according to the procedure of Saalwachter et al. 46−48 All NMR experimentation involved a spectral window of 56 kHz, 40 s relaxation delays, and a total of 256−1680 accumulated signal transients per sample and τ exc -value, with the largest numbers required for the shortest excitation intervals. 31 P nutation frequencies of 54 kHz and 83 kHz were used for dipolar recoupling and the 90°read-out pulse, respectively. Further experimental information is given in the Supporting Information. NMR results targeting the short-range structures of the entire glass series were reported by Mathew et al. 20 The 31 P NMR spectra recorded from the "undoped" BG samples used in the present work (not shown) are essentially indistinguishable from those of the doped samples that were presented in ref 20 .
Polyc rystalline ca lc ium h ydroxyapatite [ HAp; Ca 5 (PO 4 ) 3 OH] was used as received from Aldrich (99.99% purity). Except for the sample confinement in the rotor, the HAp experimentation was identical to that described in the Supporting Information of Mathew et al. 19 3.3. MD Simulations. Nearly all MD-stemming data presented herein resulted from the same glass models presented in Mathew et al. 20 that were generated for the nominal glass compositions listed in Table 1 . Classical MD simulations were performed with the DLPOLY3 package 49, 50 for NVT ensembles of {Na, Ca, Si, P, O} atoms placed in a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions to match the experimental density. The simulation parameters are listed in Table S2 of the Supporting Information.
The computations involved a polarizable shell-model potential, where each cation carries its full formal charge, whereas the O 2− species are represented by core (O C ) and shell (O S ) units, coupled by a 300 THz harmonic oscillator and bearing charges of z C = +0.8482e and z S = −2.8482e, respectively. . The O−Si−O and O−P−O intratetrahedral angles were constrained with three-body truncated harmonic potentials. 50 Each melt-quench protocol started from a random atom configuration that was "equilibrated" for 100 ps at 3500 K, followed by a 10 K/ps cooling procedure down to 300 K in steps of 10 ps, and a subsequent equilibration for 200 ps, from which 7500 samples of the last 150 ps were averaged to yield the structural data. The equations of motion were integrated in steps of 0.2 fs using the velocity Verlet integrator, and the temperature was controlled by a Berendsen thermostat with a time constant of 1.0 ps. This procedure was completed 2−4 times with different (random) initial atom configurations for each glass composition, from which the average value and uncertainty of each reported structural parameter were derived. In general, the data-spread across such independently generated glass models of a given BG p (N̅ BO Si ) composition was comparable to (and often larger than) those obtained for glasses exhibiting distinct N̅ BO Si values at a fixed P 2 O 5 content. For the BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) glasses (i.e., those analyzed by 31 P NMR), we verified the absence of any significant variation of the effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant (defined in Section 4.1) calculated from the MD-derived P atom coordinates when using slower cooling rates of 5 K/ps or 2 K/ps.
Although the Q P n speciations of the BG p (N̅ BO Si ) samples are dominated by orthophosphate groups, both 31 P NMR and MD simulations reveal the presence of significant Q P 1 relative populations that amount to 4−20% and 17−55%, respectively, depending on the N̅ BO Si value; see Table S2 of the Supporting Information. All data reported herein is based on the entire phosphate speciation of each MD structure, except for very minor amounts of diphosphate groups (i.e., directly linked Q P 1 − Q P 1 pairs) that are only encountered in the P-richest BGs; 20 see Table S2 of the Supporting Information. As discussed in the Introduction, no experimental data support the existence of such moieties, but their significantly shorter 31 P−O− 31 P distances (≈300 pm) relative to the prevailing Q P 0 −Q P 0 and Q P 0 −Q P 1 contacts (>350 pm) would, if included, lead to slightly increased effective coupling constants by up to 3%. Analogously, we utilized the total 2QF 31 P NMR signal intensity, which predominantly reflect through space Q P 0 −Q P 0 and Q P 0 −Q P 1 contacts, in the analysis. 3.4. Distribution Models. To assist the evaluation of the NMR/MD-derived structural data, two P atom distribution models−each involving ≈27000 P atoms, but without explicitly accounting for other elements−were generated within a cubic box, whose precise dimensions varied among the glass samples to match each respective P atom number density. The following models were considered: (i) A random dispersion of P atoms, "R(d min )", subject to the constraint of a minimum P−P interatomic separation (d min ) within the range of 360−420 pm to ensure P−P contacts commensurate with orthophosphate-based structures. For instance, the shortest P−P interatomic distance among neighboring orthophosphate groups in the structures of β-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 , α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 , Ca 5 (PO 3 ) 3 OH, and β-NaCaPO 4 , amount to 380 pm, 51 411 pm, 52 411 pm, 53 and 422 pm, 54 respectively. Consequently, our selected d min values may be taken as representative limits for the closest P−P contacts typically encountered in structures built from densely packed PO 4 3− anions. Moreover, d min = 360 pm was selected, based on the (globally) shortest P−P interatomic distances ≈350 pm among orthophosphate groups in our MD glass models. The effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant (see Section 4.1) representative for each R(d min ) model was obtained by a further averaging over 20 independently generated ensembles, each comprising ≈27000 P atoms. We stress that the present "R(d min )" model accounts implicitly for the presence of O atoms in the first coordination sphere of P and that equivalent statistical cation-distribution models have been utilized in related contexts, such as for probing the dispersion of Na + ions in glasses. 55−57 (ii) A random distribution of clusters, each comprising N phosphorus atoms; "CN". Each cluster was obtained by selecting the P atom coordinates from one motif of N nearest-neighboring PO 4 3− groups within the structures of either α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 [denoted CN(αCa)], β-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 [CN(βCa)], or β-NaCaPO 4 [CN(NaCa)]. Such clusters were randomly distributed with the constraint of a minimum inter-cluster distance of 460 pm to preclude their coalescence into larger aggregates. The reported effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constants representative of each such cluster scenario resulted from a further averaging over a large number (≈3400) of randomly selected (distinct) N-cluster motifs from each α/β-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 and β-NaCaPO 4 parent structure. 
where γ denotes the magnetogyric ratio of 31 P. From eq 1 follows that a short distance is associated with a large coupling constant, whose 2QC buildup is more rapid than that of a 31 P− 31 P spin-pair featuring a large (small) value of r jk (b jk ). However, the phosphate-ion distributions in structurally disordered materials, such as the present BGs, feature a large number of 31 
where b eff exp is an experimentally determined effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant 47, 48 and A = 0.03646 rad
. 19 The value of an experimental/calculated effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant is related to those of the individual spin-pairs by 47 
which according to eq 1 involves a sum over r jk −6 . Consequently, the value of b eff depends foremost on the j−k pair(s) exhibiting the shortest 31 P− 31 P internuclear separation(s). b eff 2 relates to the pair distribution function [PDF; g P−P (r)] according to 55 The Journal of Physical Chemistry B 
where b(r) stems from eq 1 and ρ P is the number density of P atoms in the glass. Figure 2a plots 2QF efficiencies against τ exc for a set of BG specimens, which feature increasing molar fractions x(P 2 O 5 ) in the range of 0.026−0.06, together with those from a reference sample of polycrystalline hydroxyapatite (HAp). The different NMR responses reflect distinct effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constants among the glasses, where a high (low) b eff exp value provides a fast (slow) 2QC buildup rate, with the corresponding 2QF optimum occurring at a short (long) excitation interval. Each coupling constant was extracted by fitting the initial 2QC buildup data to eq 2. While the numerical fitting accuracy improves by increasing the number of measurements (vide infra), the utilized set of a 2QF (τ exc ) values must be restricted to a minimum because the approximation of eq 2 only captures the complicated 2QF dynamics faithfully in the limit b eff exp τ exc ≪ 1, outside of which the b eff exp value becomes systematically underestimated. 19, 48, 60 We pursued our analysis by including either one, two, or three initial values of the {a 2QF (τ exc )} set from each glass, subject to the experimental sampling constraint Δτ exc = 370 μs. The corresponding best-fit results are presented in the Supporting Information, whereas Table 2 lists the selected options henceforth discussed, all derived from the first two 2QF amplitudes.
Panels b−d of Figure 2 display the initial 2QF NMR signal buildup and the associated curves obtained by fitting the first two a 2QF (τ exc ) values to eq 2. Each upper vertical plot range is selected such that the experimental 2QF value at τ exc = 1.9 ms appears at a (nearly) fixed position in each graph to convey the similar qualities among the fits. These variable 2QF values reflect the distinct 31 P NMR-signal buildup rates among the glasses, whose associated effective dipolar coupling constants grow together with the P content of the sample (Table 2) . Note the increased deviations between the experiments and best fits for τ exc > 0.8 ms when b eff exp grows: for the case of BG 2.6 (2.1) in Figure 2b , the two-point fit obeys the experimental data excellently up to ≈1.5 ms (4 points), whereas HAp in (e) reveals significant deviations.
The present b eff exp values extracted from the BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) specimens are 15−20% higher than those previously reported by us for identical glass compositions. 19 Two factors, discussed in detail in the Supporting Information, contribute to these revised results: (i) the omission of paramagnetic doping with 0.1 wt % Fe 2 O 3 in the glass preparation, and (ii) the recording of NMR data by employing restricted sample volumes to improve the rf homogeneity. They provide roughly equal increases by 7−8% to the observed b eff exp values, both being small but additive. The reliability of the new 2QF results from the BG samples may be appreciated from the data of the HAp specimen in Figure 2e . The best-fit effective dipolar coupling constants extracted by using either solely the first 2QF value, or the first two values, resulted in the respective estimates of b eff /2π=−661 Hz and b eff /2π=−648 Hz, in excellent agreement with the value of −665 Hz calculated from the P atom coordinates of the HAp crystal structure. 53 In this case, the underestimation of our previous b eff exp -value 19 (by ≈ 8%) originated solely from the impact of rf inhomogeneity, which once reduced/eliminated, reproduced the theoretical coupling constant well within the experimental uncertainty of ±8 Hz. Figure 3a permits moving the spotlight onto unraveling the P atom distributions in the modeled structures, with increased confidence that they faithfully reflect those of the physical glasses. In the following, we seek a simplified model capturing the essentials of the "real" but complex phosphate-ion distribution and to further characterize the deviations from the latter. Our analysis centers around comparisons of the MD-derived P atom coordinates with their statistically distributed counterparts. Figure 4 depicts these respective models for the two glasses BG 2.0 (2.5) and BG 6.0 (2.5) that feature a low and high P 2 O 5 content, respectively. Note that on a visual basis, they are virtually impossible to assign to "MD" or "random" models without a priori knowledge of their origins. uncertainty ±13 Hz), or by random models (±1 Hz), where "R360" and "R420" resulted by using d min = 360 pm and d min = 420 pm, respectively (see Materials and Methods). r ̅ min (±5 pm) is the average value over all shortest P−P interatomic distances {r ̅ min } in the structure, whereas σ min (±5 pm) is its associated distribution width. N̅ C and x 1 C denote the average cluster size and fractional population of isolated phosphate groups, respectively, as obtained for a cutoff radius of R C = 450 pm (see Section 4.4). Note that the small differences among the data of the random models from BG p (N̅ BO Si ) specimens with fixed p stem solely from their minor density variations. Table 2 ). The MD-derived effective dipolar couplings (b eff MD ) are listed in Table 2 . They grow markedly for increasing P content of the glass, whereas if x(P 2 O 5 ) remains fixed, the set of b eff MD values reveals no significant variations on N̅ BO Si . Furthermore, the presence of the N̅ BO Si -dependent Q P 1 populations (listed in Table  S2 of the Supporting Information) do not appear to affect the evaluation of P atom-distribution-associated observables/ parameters, as confirmed by the data in Table 2 . This is fortunate, given the overestimation of the x P 1 fractions in the MD models, 20 but suggests that despite the distinctly different structural roles of the silicate network-associated Q P 1 species, the nature of their spatial distribution is very similar to that of their orthophosphate (Q P 0 ) counterparts. Consequently, Figure  3b An MD/NMR-derived effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant conveys the aggregate P−P interatomic contacts in the structure, but it reveals no details about the underlying phosphate ion distribution. However, the latter may be assessed from the accordance between the experimental/modeled (b eff exp ; b eff MD ) values and those calculated (b eff calc ) by assuming various P atom distribution scenarios. According to Figure 3b , the NMR/ MD-derived effective P−P interatomic contacts are overall wellmimicked by a random distribution associated with d min ≈ 360 pm, notably so with the experimental data (see Table 2 ). The deviations are explored further below. Yet, considering solely the effective dipolar interaction, the P-richest BG 6.0 (2.5) glass is potentially also commensurate with randomly distributed small clusters, such as those of five PO 4 3− groups extracted from the α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 structure ( Figure 3) ; however, as discussed below, such a scenario is precluded by other constraints. 4.3. P−P Interatomic Distance Distributions. Given that the most prominent contributions to b eff exp (eq 3) stem from the 31 P− 31 P spin-pairs that exhibit the shortest internuclear distances in the structure (eq 1), it is instructive to compare those data from each MD-derived BG model with the respective distances obtained from uniformly and randomly distributed P species, the latter constrained by variable d min thresholds (see Materials and Methods). For each glass model obtained either from MD simulations or by a statistical R(d min ) distribution, the set {r min j } was extracted by scanning over all P sites in the structure, with r min j constituting the distance of site j to its nearest neighbor. The mean value (r ̅ min ) and distribution width (σ min ) of each {r min j } set were calculated; they are compiled in Table 2 .
For a uniform (even) phosphate-ion distribution, σ min uni = 0, because all P−P interatomic separations are equal and considerably longer than those of any other dispersion model. For example, glasses incorporating 2.0 mol % and 6.0 mol % of P 2 O 5 with uniformly distributed phosphate groups reveal P−P interatomic distances ≈ 980 pm and ≈ 690 pm, respectively, being 1.5−1.7 times longer than the corresponding shortest (average) distances r ̅ min MD of ≈570 pm and ≈465 pm encountered in the MD-derived structures (Table 2 ). However, given that most of the space in the bulk glass is occupied by the silicate network and its associated Na + /Ca 2+ cations for NBO ion charge-balancing, a simple uniform distribution scenario of the minor phosphate component is not anticipated to provide a reasonable description of BG structures. In contrast, Table 2 reveals only slightly longer P−P interatomic distances of r ̅ The differences between the MD glass models and those representing statistically distributed P species generally shrink for increasing P 2 O 5 content of the glass, such that nearly equal shortest P−P interatomic distances are observed for the Prichest structures exhibiting 6.0 mol % P 2 O 5 : r ̅ min MD ≈ r ̅ min R . We next consider the entire set of P−P interatomic distances within each MD or statistical [R(360) and R(420)] distribution model. The left and middle columns of Figure 5 display their relevant P−P pair distribution functions [g P−P (r)] and entire sets of shortest distances {r min j }, respectively, for the BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) structures previously analyzed by 31 P NMR (see Figure 3a) . Not surprisingly, the MD-associated PDFs differ significantly from the step-functional form of the random distributions. The former curves suggest some ordering of the phosphate ions, with peaks appearing from pairs whose P atoms are separated by around 400 pm, 450 pm, and 520 pm. For increasing P content of the glass, the number of such local maxima grows, while each becomes more diffuse. As expected, the distribution p(r min ) of shortest distances shifts toward closer P−P interatomic contacts for increasing phosphate content, while its accompanying distribution width (σ min ) narrows ( Figure 5 ). These trends are common for all MD/R(d min ) structural models, which primarily differ in their distribution widths, where the MD-generated σ min value is generally lower than those of the two statistical distributions [R(360) and R(420)] at a fixed P content of the glass (see Table 2 ).
The cumulative probability functions plotted in the right column of Figure 5 reveal that whereas the P(r min ) function associated with R(360) rises quicker than its MD-derived counterpart across the range of shortest P−P interatomic distances r min ≲450 pm (with the precise upper limit depending on the P content of the glass), the MD-generated probability function accumulates significantly faster for a larger distance span of 450−600 pm. The closer-than-random phosphate-ion Figure 3 . In the BG 2.6 (2.1), BG 4.0 (2.5), and BG 6.0 (2.5) MD models, 18%, 37%, and 43% out of all closest P− P interatomic distances, respectively, occur within 450 pm. Very similar results apply for the R(360) model. However, if instead considering the corresponding fractions of distances r min ≤ 550 pm in the MD/R(360) structures, they display larger deviations according to 72/53%, 86/70%, and 95/85% for each respective glass. As for the aggregate {r ̅ min , σ min } distribution parameters, these discrepancies shrink for increasing P content of the glass, revealing a higher aggregation tendency of the P atoms in glasses featuring the lowest phosphate content. Consequently, when the amount of P grows, the set of shortest P−P interatomic distances in each MD glass model tends toward that of statistically distributed phosphate groups.
4.4. Cluster Statistics. To gain insight into the topological arrangement of the phosphate species in each glass structure, a "cluster statistics" was performed to locate and quantify aggregates of N C phosphate groups, requiring P−P interatomic distances within a given threshold R C between nearest neighbors of P atoms within the cluster. Each cluster size N C is defined such that the distance from any P atom inside the cluster exceed R C to its nearest P atom outside of the cluster. A phosphate moiety associated with a distance exceeding R C to its nearest neighbor is referred to as "isolated", i.e., N C = 1. The cluster statistics were assessed for structures generated either by MD simulations or randomly distributed P species with d min of 360 pm [R(360)], 380 pm [R380], and 420 pm [R(420)].
Initially, the threshold R C = 450 pm was selected to explore if local structural motifs typical of crystalline Na/Ca-based orthophosphate phases may be present in the BGs. Table 2 compiles the average cluster size (N̅ C ) and fractional population of the isolated phosphate groups (x 1 C ) obtained for each MDderived glass model. The absence of any significant cluster formation is evidenced by average cluster sizes 1 ≲ N̅ C ≲ 2 encountered throughout the series of glasses, with N̅ C ≈ 2 only observed in the P-richest BGs incorporating 6 mol % P 2 O 5 , whereas the fraction of isolated phosphate groups out of the total P population consistently exceeds 50% in any BG structure for the as-assumed cutoff distance of 450 pm.
Given that all structures featuring a fixed P content exhibit very similar average cluster sizes and fractional populations of N C clusters (x N C ; ∑ N x N C = 1), those parameters were averaged to obtain one set {N̅ C , x N C } representative for each unique P 2 O 5 content encountered within the glass series. The average cluster size, evaluated for increasing R C -values, are plotted against x(P 2 O 5 ) in Figure 6 (panels a−c) for the MD and R(d min ) models. As expected, the results of the R(d min ) distribution depend strongly on the parameter d min , with the N̅ C values progressively growing as d min decreases. However, at a fixed P content, the average cluster sizes associated with the R(360) model remain overall closest to those of the MD-derived counterparts, except for P-richest glasses with x(P 2 O 5 ) ≥ 0.04 and R C = 480 pm, where larger N̅ C values are observed in the MD-generated structures relative to randomly distributed P moieties. These trends are also mirrored by the fractional populations of isolated phosphate groups displayed in panels d−f of Figure 6 . Panels g−r of Figure 6 depict the populations of pairs, triplets, and larger phosphate aggregates. Within the scatter of the MD data, the nature of its phosphate aggregation is overall well-mimicked by a statistical distribution subject to a minimum P−P interatomic distance d min ≈ 360 pm. When evaluated for short distance-cutoffs R C ≤ 450 pm (i.e., when requiring interatomic separations typical for crystalline orthophosphates), the R(360) model even reveals slightly higher populations of the largest phosphate aggregates relative to the MD-derived structure, whereas this picture reverses for larger thresholds R C ≳ 480 pm, where the N C distribution shifts toward larger cluster sizes in the MD model compared to its R(360) counterpart. These discrepancies reflect the overall closer P−P interatomic separations in the range of 450−600 pm observed from the MD-generated glasses compared to statistically distributed P atoms, as highlighted in Section 4.3 (see Figure  5 ). (c−f)] amounts of P 2 O 5 , respectively. The fragments in the left panel are shown over a larger radius of 2.0 nm that is further zoomed over a smaller radius of 1.2 nm in the right panel, with all shortest P−P interatomic distances marked in the latter. As expected, the motifs displayed for the BG 6.0 (2.5) model reveals overall closer P−P interatomic contacts in the P-richer in (a, c, and e) ], where the Na + /Ca 2+ cations are also displayed. Red, yellow, and cyan color depicts O, Si, and P atoms, respectively. The sets of shortest P−P interatomic distances (in picometers) are indicated in (b, d, and f). The fragments in (c and d) and (e and f) from the BG 6.0 (2.5) structure represent "typical" and "clustered" phosphate constellations, respectively. Note that all P−P atom-pairs appearing outside the encircled area in (e) feature longer distances than the clustered motifs depicted in (f). structure relative to those associated with the lower P 2 O 5 content of BG 2.6 (2.1) [i.e., "45S5"]. Figure 7f displays another structural fragment from BG 6.0 (2.5), illustrating how the most pronounced cluster formation may manifest in the P-richest BG samples. As opposed to the previous scenarios where the phosphate groups naturally distribute around the silicate-based network, which predominantly dictate the positions of the remaining species building the structure ( Figure 7, panels a−d) , the motif in (f) reveals essentially only phosphate groups surrounded by Na + /Ca 2+ cations that together occupy a larger space devoid of SiO 4 moieties. 22, 23 We stress, however, that whereas such phosphate constellations are encountered in the P-richest BG structures, they are not representative for their overall P atom dispersion and substantially increased amounts of P aggregates (N C ≥ 5) only manifest for large cutoffs R C ≳ 480 pm (see the right panel of Figure 6 ).
DISCUSSION
5.1. Absence of Clusters Typical of Crystalline Phosphates. Figure 3 suggests that both the experimental and modeled effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar coupling constant of the BG 6.0 (2.5) specimen could be consistent with a structure featuring randomly distributed N C = 5 clusters extracted from the α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 structure. However, the cluster analysis of the previous section rules out such an option, as examined further below.
Both Table 2 and Figure 6 evidence that a non-negligible formation of aggregates larger than triplets and quartets of phosphate groups only manifests in the P-richest BGs. For instance, for the MD/R(360) models of the BG 6.0 (2.5) structure, about 5/9% and 30/21% of the total phosphate population reside in such N C ≥ 5 aggregates, when minimum distances of R C = 450 pm and R C = 480 pm are selected for the cluster statistics, respectively. For the BG 2.6 (2.1) glass, on the other hand, the corresponding numbers remain less than 4/2% even for the larger R C = 480 pm cutoff radii. The similar total populations of such larger phosphate aggregates observed from the MD and R(360) models underscore that a statistical distribution readily accounts for the cluster formation of the MD-generated glass models for R C = 450 pm; this cutoff is suitable for detecting phosphate aggregates typical of crystalline phases, such as HAp, β-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 , and β-NaCaPO 4 . 51, 53, 54 Indeed, since most/all of their P−P interatomic distances between nearest-neighboring PO 4 3− groups are shorter than 450 pm, application of our cluster analysis results in one large aggregate, whereas the (unusually) loose phosphate-ion packing in the α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 structure 52 (mirrored in lower b eff values for its phosphate-aggregates; see Figure 3 and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information) reveals that ≈30% of the P reservoir is present as isolated PO 4 3− groups or pairs thereof, with the remaining constituting an infinitely large cluster.
From multiple-quantum coherence (MQC) based 31 P NMR experiments, Fayon et al. 18 proposed that a Ca−Si−P−O glass structure featuring an identical P content and silicate network connectivity as BG 2.6 (2.1) (e.g., "45S5") comprise N C = 5 clusters that mimic fragments encountered in α-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 . Nevertheless, as concluded by Mathew et al. 19 and further corroborated by our present experimental and modeled data (e.g., Figures 3 and 6) , a significant phosphate clustering is absent in BG structures of such low P content (2.6 mol % P 2 O 5 ), at least for Na−Ca−Si−P−O glasses. Moreover, while P-rich BGs exhibit minor populations of phosphate aggregates exhibiting similar P−P interatomic separations as those typically found in crystalline PO 4 3− -based phases, most of this "apparent clustering" is readily reconciled with the progressively shortened P−P interatomic distances naturally arising when additional phosphate groups enter the structure (nearly) statistically.
In conclusion, none of the structures exhibit any significant P atom aggregation consistent with structural motifs from crystalline phosphates, as suggested for a Ca−Si−P−O glass. 18 However, these apparent discrepancies may also originate from the distinct glass systems studied: owing to a reported stronger Ca−PO 4 affinity relative to Na−PO 4 , 22−24 phosphate clustering effects may become emphasized in Ca− Si−P−O glasses relative to their Na-bearing analogs investigated herein and in ref 19 . This is an interesting line for future investigations.
5.2. Nature and Composition-Dependence of the Phosphate Distribution. contents ≤ 2 mol %, whereas the differences between the two phosphate distributions shrink for increasing amount of P 2 O 5 . This feature along with the cumulative probabilities P(r min ) plotted in Figure 5 suggest a slightly higher P clustering tendency in the BGs of lowest P 2 O 5 contents, analogously with a previous report on the Na + cation dispersion in amorphous silicates 57 or the rare-earth-ion clustering versus rare-earth content in such glasses. 44 Moreover, the nature of the P atom distribution is essentially independent of the silicate network connectivity, as evidenced by several parameters of Table 2 , such as (i) the effective dipolar coupling constants; (ii) the parameters {r ̅ min , σ min } associated with the shortest P−P interatomic separation observed for each phosphate group in the structure, as well as (iii) the average cluster size N̅ C and its underlying populations {x N C } of N C clusters. The invariance of the P atom dispersion on the silicate network connectivity (see Table 2 ) firmly establishes our previous conclusions drawn by 2QF 31 P NMR experiments from solely two glasses [BG 4.0 (2.5) and BG 4.0 (2.9)]. 19 However, whereas this holds for silicate network connectivities up to N̅ BO Si ≲ 2.9, more polymerized glass networks that leave less interstitial space for PO 4 3− accommodation (e.g., those building the pore walls of MBGs; 19, 34, 40, 41 see the Supporting Information) are expected to promote phosphate ion clustering 19 that eventually marks the onset of a macroscopic phase separation. Such an aggregation is likely already initiated in the P-richest structure of the N̅ BO Si = 2.9 series (as opposed to its other members) that reveals signs of glass-in-glass separation by SEM/EDS. 20 Moreover, preliminary 31 P NMR experiments evidenced a significantly faster 2QC buildup (data not shown), suggesting a pronounced phosphate clustering that is comparable with those of the MBGs. Yet, it remains unclear how much the nano/microscale separation in the BG 6.0 (2.9) glass structure stems from its particular preparation conditions and if (more) homogeneous glasses may result also for this composition with a modified melt-quench synthesis; we note that phosphate clustering is absent in the BG 4.0 (2.9) specimen, as witnessed by its equal b eff exp value as that of BG 4.0 (2.5).
the phosphate-ion distribution compared the relative (average) numbers of Si and P atoms coordinated by the P sites, encoded in the factors = − − − − r ( ) CN /CN Si P P P P P Si P , 24 where CN α−β represents the average coordination number of species α with respect to β over a radius r. − − r ( ) Si P P P = 1 implies that Si and P atoms distribute statistically (according to their respective number densities) around the P sites in the glass. Table S2 of the Supporting Information lists the − − Si P P P ratios evaluated for the present BG p (N̅ BO Si ) glass models with r = 450 pm and r = 600 pm; the latter radius was employed by Tilocca et al. 22−24 The − − Si P P P (600) data scatter around 1.4, in accordance with the value(s) reported for "45S5" [i.e., BG 2.6 (2.1)] in ref 24 and suggesting closer P−P atom associations than those of statistically distributed phosphate species. However, in view of the data uncertainties, no significant trend is observed as either of p or N̅ BO Si varies, altogether in full consistency with our other evaluations. The results of Table 2 together with Figures  5 and 6 offer some more concrete insight into the consequences of the observed − − Si P P P (600) value for the spatial arrangements of the phosphate groups.
In summary, the P atom distribution in the modeled structures−and thereby also the physical samples, considering the excellent agreement between the NMR/MD derived effective dipolar coupling constants ( Figure 3 ; Table 2 )−are overall well-mimicked by a simple statistical distribution subject to a minimum P−P interatomic distance of d min ≈ 360 pm. Several parameters characterizing the P atom dispersion are captured well by the R(360) model, such as b eff , r ̅ min , as well as {N̅ C , x N C } when evaluated with R C ≲ 460 pm. Nevertheless, the results of Figures 5 and 6 underscore that the details of the P− P interatomic-distance array in the MD structures cannot strictly originate from a simple statistical distribution: the primary distinctions are reflected over the P−P distance-range of 450−600 pm, with the MD-derived phosphate-ion dispersion emphasizing closer interatomic contacts, whereas its distribution width σ min over {r min } is generally narrower than the R(360) model (see Table 2 ). The discrepancies between the MD and random models reduces gradually as the P content of the BG is increased.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The spatial phosphate ion distribution was explored in several Na−Ca−Si−P−O glass structures with variable silicate network connectivities and P contents. The present comparison of effective 31 P− 31 P dipolar couplings (b eff ) obtained from NMR experiments and MD simulations represents one of very few assessments 57,63−65 of the accuracy of classical MD approaches for predicting medium-range (∼1 nm) structural features in glasses against direct and element-specific experimental constraints. However, as the effective coupling is an aggregate parameter for the underlying P atom arrangement, several distinct distributions may yield comparable b eff values. On the basis of the excellent agreement between the experimental/ computational results, we exploited the structural models for reaching a more detailed picture of the phosphate ion dispersion.
When requiring (closest) P−P interatomic contacts of R C ≤ 460 pm between nearest neighbors, i.e., the range relevant to spot formation of clusters typically encountered in ordered orthophosphate phases, the P atom distribution observed by MD simulations is well-mimicked by a statistical intermixing that prevails throughout all glasses incorporating ≤6 mol % P 2 O 5 and silicate network connectivities N̅ BO Si ≤ 2.9; this leads to structures dominated by isolated phosphate groups or pairs thereof, whereas triplets and larger phosphate aggregates only occur to non-negligible extents in glasses associated with relatively high P 2 O 5 contents (≥4 mol %). The main discrepancies between the MD-generated and statistical P atom distributions become apparent across the 450−600 pm range, where the MD-derived models manifest closer P−P interatomic contacts. Consequently, if the cluster analysis allows P−P interatomic distances up to 480 pm among nearest neighbors within each phosphate aggregate, the MD glass models reveals larger average cluster sizes than those commensurate with a simple statistical PO 4 3− distribution, although this trend only becomes pronounced for BGs exhibiting high P content. Moreover, while the average size of the phosphate aggregates grows concurrently with the amount of P in the structure, the clustering tendency is somewhat higher at the lowest P 2 O 5 content of ≤2 mol %, with the discrepancies between the MD and random models gradually reducing as the P content of the BG is increased.
In conclusion, the orthophosphate groups are closely associated with the silicate network, around which they distribute nearly statistically across the glass structure. Noteworthy, this scenario prevails for both bioactive (N̅ BO Si ≲ 2.6) and nonbioactive compositions for the span of N̅ BO Si ≤ 2.9 examined herein (for larger silicate network connectivities, extensive phosphate aggregation likely occurs, as discussed in ref 19 and section 5.2). Hence, our observed invariance of the P atom distribution on the silicate network connectivity (and thereby indirectly also the in vitro bioactivity) implies that the observed bioactivity reduction/loss when N̅ BO Si increases beyond ≈2.6 (refs 26 and 32) must stem from the globally inhibited glass degradation associated with the highly polymerized silicate networks−that naturally also impedes the leaching of nonmobile species (such as Ca 2+ and PO 4 3− ) surrounding the various network fragments−as opposed to a reduced phosphate release originating directly from any pronounced phosphate ion clustering across a ∼10 nm scale and beyond.
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